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Good 2 Go Publishing Introduces it's children's line, The Sweet Pea series. Sweet Pea's Tough
Choices is the first installment of the series. Sweet Pea's Tough Choices introduces you to the
main character Sweet Pea a young kid who is full of adventure and excitement. Join Sweet Pea
as she takes you into a day of her life where she's faced with several obstacles and some even
tougher decisions to make.

From School Library JournalGr 7 Up—The former space shuttle astronaut and planetary
scientist has written a treasure trove of answers to FAQs about modern space flight. The text is
well organized, with questions categorized into chapters that explain the different steps in the
process of aspiring to, training for, and living and working in space. Jones answers scores of
questions that he has received over the years at public forums, from "Where should we send
astronauts next in space?" to "Have astronauts ever seen space aliens?" Most of the book
focuses on NASA's space shuttle voyages to the International Space Station, because this is
Jones's greatest area of experience as an astronaut. The technical descriptions in the answers
are a bit complex, but the firsthand details and comprehensive back matter make this an ideal
addition to any junior high or high school library. VERDICT A fascinating look at space travel that
will excite budding STEM students.—Kelly Kingrey-Edwards, Blinn Junior College, Brenham,
TXReviewSCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNALThe former space shuttle astronaut and planetary
scientist has written a treasure trove of answers to FAQs about modern space flight. The text is
well organized, with questions categorized into chapters that explain the different steps in the
process of aspiring to, training for, and living and working in space. Jones answers scores of
questions that he has received over the years at public forums, from “Where should we send
astronauts next in space?” to “Have astronauts ever seen space aliens?” Most of the book
focuses on NASA’s space shuttle voyages to the International Space Station, because this is
Jones’s greatest area of experience as an astronaut. The technical descriptions in the answers
are a bit complex, but the firsthand details and comprehensive back matter make this an ideal
addition to any junior high or high school library. VERDICT A fascinating look at space travel that
will excite budding STEM students.–Kelly Kingrey-Edwards, Blinn Junior College, Brenham,
TXKIRKUS REVIEWSA veteran astronaut weighs in on queries ranging from how the universe
began to how to pee in a spacesuit. The hundreds of questions are grouped in broadly topical
chapters but otherwise arranged in no particular order. They cover an astronaut's qualifications,
training, and work; what it feels like to travel into space and to live there; the nature of the
universe and our near-future prospects for exploring it. Jones draws on his experiences on four
space shuttle flights between 1994 and 2001 for his answers, which are usually fairly lengthy,
though he plainly leaves a few things out: if "NASA astronauts wait an average of five years



between missions," why were his so much closer together? Will he ever go to space again? "Not
if I want to stay married." Still, he often drills down to the nitty-gritty: what's in the International
Space Station's tool kit? A long list, beginning with vise grips and including "a crowbar, a fiber
optic boroscope, torque tip drivers." He doesn't trumpet personal opinions, but they can be
found in lukewarm responses to questions about space camp and space tourism, as well as a
cogent argument for continuing our exploration of the high frontier: "We will be struck again by
an asteroid." Plenty of small space photos and snapshots of the author and other astronauts at
work and play are interspersed. Fine browsing for space geeks. (Nonfiction. 11-14)About the
AuthorTom Jones is a planetary scientist, space consultant, professional speaker, and veteran
astronaut who completed four space shuttle missions and three spacewalks. Jones has
authored six books, including Sky Walking: An Astronaut's Memoir, and he writes for aerospace
magazines such as Air & Space Smithsonian, Aerospace America, Popular Mechanics, and The
Planetary Report. A senior research scientist for IHMC, he appears regularly on television news
as an expert commentator for space exploration and science stories.Read more
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Theodora. Crawford, “Good. I like it I am writing a children's book but I need someone to show
me how to put a children's book together it's called the Kwanzaa lady.I want.my book to come
out like this one”

Joli, “Great Read!. Great read for ages 3-6 years of age. Making good decisions are important
for this age group and it is also important to see children of color with the support of their families
make good decisions. Single parenting is also rarely showed in children's literature so was
happy the author took a risk portraying a mother and daughter of color working through decision
making and active listening skills. My daughter loves it!”

Mrs E, “Love the message, Listen to your Mom. Sweet stern story. I love the lesson and if read in
the right tone is very productive.”

Staci D Black, “I loved this story.. This is exactly the same discussion my daughter and I are
having. So reading with her today was pretty sweet. Not sure what she's thinking about it yet
though. She is in a hurry for me to start next book.”

Tonya Johnson, “Great book. Sweet Pea listened to her mommy. Because she finally
understood how important it was to listen to her mommy she followed the safety rules when
riding her bike.  When she fell Sweet Pea did not hurt herself.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Sweet Pea's Tough Choices. Quite book, loved the pictures. Good color
and a great lesson for kids. The bright colors caught my eyes and made me want to read on and
on. My grandchild liked Sweet Peas hair and how her hair was like her's. She enjoyed the book
and wanted me to read me. She learned that she should listen to what her mother has to say.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great. I love these book. My daughter loved reading a book with people
that look like her. It was inspirational reading”

KISHA'S WORLD, “Great for kids. This book was good. The only thing I didn't like was it was too
short. Silk White is a very talented writer. And I think writing children books is a good look for
him.”

The book by Silk White has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 76 people have provided feedback.
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